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TABELL'S MARKET LETTER October 16, 1964 

A series of news developments were crammed into two days' trading and resulted in 
the widest market swings witnessed in quite a period of time. Prior to Thursday, the marke 
had held in a narrow trading shelf for almost a month and showed some indication of short 
term technical deterioration. However, from a technical point of view, there was no distri-
butional top pattern of importance, and there was a strong support level at the 860-850 level 
in the Dow-Jones Industrials. Thursday's sharp decline on the news of Khrushchev's retire-
ment brought the average down to an intra-day low of 861. 42, and was followed by a recov 
to an intra-day high of 877.71 on Friday. As we stated in Thursday's inter-office wire, we 
do not believethat.this is the,immediate-start of a broad market·decline.-In.orcter.to indi-:.= 
cate a decline of more than short-term significance, a broader distributional top must be 
formed and this takes considerable time and a series of wide swings within a relatively 
narrow trading area. After some further irregularity, it is probable that the averages will 
make another attempt at the recent intra-day high of 882.39, and possibly even work mod-
estly higher. However, we believe the market is in the lengthy process of forming a top of 
at least intermediate term importance. 

Our main concern with the broad technical pattern is due to' the unfavorable volume 
indications up until now. It is highly improbable that a broad advance will occur without a 
sharp increase in volume. In our letter of September 4th we expressed the opinion that the 
trend of volume would give us the clue as to the direction as well as the extent of, and 
probable duration of, the advance. We stated at that time on a thirty-five day 
moving total basis reached a high on May 7th at 156,903,0 s the Industrial 
Average reached 836.06 and has not been bettered e' 's igur s still not been 
bettered, despite the fact tha t the average has reacH w 11 g ritory some forty-six 
points above the May high. Thursday's - . e d ov· _ otal of volume was - o. -. 

139,586, 000 shares. New highs with declini v e a ften a warning signal of de-
o -creasing- - s of'- --

1961 pattern with the present, "\ viewpoint, it is interesting to note the 
the high in the market and Without in any way trying to compare the 

similarity of the two p'e ore ched the high for the move in April, 1961 and was 
not bettered for t i . 'ng advance, despite modest new highs in the averages. 
The average reache in . and 733 in September, but volume failed to confirm the 
new high in price. It is point that we turned extremely cautious and advocated 
lightening commitmen strength. The average continued to a new high in November at 
741, and this proved to be the high of the move. This high in price was reached seven month 
after the high in volume. Similar technical volume indications were witnessed at the 1959 
and 1956 tops. So far in the present advance, the top volume was witnessed in May and was 
not bettered at the subsequent July high of 855.19 and the October high of 882. 39. The main 
difference in the two periods so far has been that, in 1961, the breadth index failed to con-

__ fi:r::m_the __ new _highs..while -.in the-PT_es enLmar ket-:1he_breadth-index_con tinue-s-to-conf.i-L'm-the - -
advance in the averages into new high territory. 

All of this indicates that the present advance from the June 1962 low of 525 to the re-
cent high of 882 has reached a mature stage and, despite the absence of a distributi:Jnal top 
of importance, a certain amount of caution is advisable. This applies-only to-the interme- --
diate term trend. We continue of the belief that the market reached a major low in 1962 and 
indicates much higher levels in the latter part of the 1960's. A decline that retraced a por-
tion of the advance from the 1962 lows to whatever high is reached on the present move 
would present, in our opinion, a very important buying opportunity. 

Again we mention the thought that the action of individual stocks is more important 
than the action of the averages. The stocks in our recommended list will, in our opinion, 
show above average market action and indicate, from a technical viewpoint, higher levels 
over the longer term. 

Dow-Jones Ind. 873. 54 
Dow-Jones Rails 221. 84 
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